SAMPLE STATION
Versatile Field Sampling Solution

WHO USES SAMPLE STATION?
• Geologists
Collect and store your field sample data – **Sample Station** is a versatile field sampling and real-time environmental monitoring application that allows for rock, soil, water, air and other environmental material data to be collected and stored. **Sample Station** is fully configurable based on your workflow. Create custom logging tables and eliminate potential transcription errors by generating customisable picklists. The application also features a built-in QAQC module as well as custom export and reporting capabilities.

**SAMPLE STATION BENEFITS**

- Decrease the turnaround time of validated sample data.
- Ensure accuracy and consistency between project team members.
- Increase the confidence and accessibility to your sample data.
- Consolidate data from heterogeneous data sources into a secure data repository.
- Gain insights through internal audits.
- Validate and monitor sampling accuracy and precision.
- Capture data at the source.

**BOOK A DEMO**
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